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Abstract The paper describes our initial effort on an experimental capability for the collection and analysis of big data of forensics value from the industrial control systems that operate the electrical power grid. The collection over the network of extensive logs of forensics value is performed through a distributed file system, which is designed to safeguard the real-time requirements of industrial control systems and networks. To achieve that goal, we are pursuing an approach that calculates the time and communication complexity of the algorithms that run on industrial control systems, and thus leverages control theory, CPU scheduling, and optimizations of the file system structure and cryptographic mechanisms. The forensics data analytics is done through big data computing algorithms, which are being designed via knowledge discovery from big data, descriptive statistics, predictive analytics based on statistical inference and probability theory, as well as distributed algorithms over very large graphs and matrices. The big data computing algorithms are run on a local cluster of commodity computers, with an eye towards deployment on cloud computing.



1. Introduction As the intensity and sophistication of cyber attacks on the electrical power grid increase exponentially, law enforcement and industry needs tools and algorithms to perform an advanced and dependable digital forensics of those attacks. Attacks of that kind are typically enabled by selfpropagating malware rooted in software, firmware or hardware, and aim at causing violent physical destruction of power grid equipment and physical processes, or silently conduct cyber espionage to prepare for one. Those intrusions may be facilitated by adversarial insiders, who are in possession of an authorized level of access to, and technical details of, a target industrial facility in the power grid.



Compromises of the supply chain are also a common root cause of the injection of trojanized software, firmware, and hardware into an industrial facility. Once deployed on industrial control systems inside a target industrial facility in the power grid, the trojan code or hardware has the capability to initiate physical damage if commanded so. The objective of our work is to discover a novel digital forensics approach to obtaining security intelligence from the electrical power grid. Security intelligence refers to qualitative data that provide insight into events possibly related to cyber security. Security intelligence enables an analyst to perform predictive analytics that can recover and reverse engineer manifestations of supply chain compromises, insider threats, and malware infections. In fact in this research we operate under the assumption that the industrial control systems may be already compromised at the moment our digital forensics capability is deployed. The gist is to sense, collect, and store data from multiple sources in industrial networks, and thus perform big data analytics to connect the dots between those data in order to perform digital forensics of intrusions. The computer systems that perform monitoring and control functions in the power grid fall into two broad categories, namely various kinds of servers and embedded devices. The servers commonly run on operating systems such as Windows and Linux, consequently the digital forensics techniques such as those described in [15] and [9], which apply to general-purpose computers, are applicable. The embedded computers in the power grid operate directly on physical equipment and processes. Those computers run on real-time operating systems such as VxWorks [20] or Windows embedded [10], and rely on on-board flash memory for nonvolatile storage. The logging in those embedded computers is limited, and at times absent. Tools such as Encase Forensic [3], Forensic Toolkit [4], and X-Ways Forensics [22] for digital forensics on general-purpose computers generally are not usable on embedded computers in the power grid. The defender’s inability to process digital forensics data



from those embedded computers provides attackers with the advantage of hiding their tracks and evading accountability, while causing harm to society. Our work aims at filling that gap by focusing on embedded computers. Industrial control systems are constantly in action by reading from sensors, processing data, reporting to operators, and writing to actuators. Since industrial process control is such an intense operation, which results in the generation of a large amount of data, we propose the design and development of algorithms for forensic data analytics based on big data computing. We plan on doing advanced analytics of data that pertain to the cyber-physical system as a whole. Those include not only the kind of operating system data that are traditionally used for digital forensics, but also data on physical equipment and processes that the former relate to. The extension of our data analytics to the power system components of a cyber-physical system is a required evolution of digital forensics when performed on industrial control systems. Malware and insider intrusions into an industrial control network all access memory that is mapped to physical parameters of equipment and processes for the purpose of active disruptive modification or spying. Recovering and understanding the actions of malware on physical equipment and processes is an important aspect of the overall digital forensics effort. The objectives of our work are the following: • A novel distributed file system approach that does not adversely affect the performance, stability, and realtime requirements of industrial control systems. Data of forensics value are retrieved over the network as control systems are in operation. If an intrusion triggers physical destruction, and thus exposes control systems to burning and other damaging factors, digital forensics can still be performed although the flash and memory chips may be lost. • Big forensics data algorithms that are specific to the cyber-physical system as a whole. Extensive control system logs and data about physical equipment and processes are logically linked and integrated with each other. The overall approach is summarized in Figure 1. The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss related research on digital forensics of intrusions into industrial control systems. In Section 3 we discuss our initial efforts on the distributed file system. In Section 4 we discuss our initial efforts on big forensics data algorithms. Section 5 summarizes our contributions and concludes the paper.



2. Related Work Volatile system memory represents a valuable medium for the collection of evidence of computer intrusion. A common operation in digital forensics is to dump at specific points in time the main memory for off-line analysis. It is like taking screenshots of the entire main memory contents, and then analyzing those contents for evidence. Petroni et al. have developed tools that extract data from a memory dump, and tools that aid a forensics examiner to analyze those data to discover evidence [12]. Memory forensic frameworks such as Volatility provide support for data extraction and analysis of memory dumps from a variety of general-purpose operating systems and versions [19]. We plant to test all these tools on industrial control systems in our testbed, and thus further research and develop methods for extraction and analysis of data from memory dumps of real-time operating systems such as VxWorks or Windows embedded. The extracted data along with the structures identified through forensic analysis will be added to our big data. As we wrote earlier in this paper, industrial control systems are required to be operational all the time, and can be easily affected by the running of external tools on their operating system. Those characteristics challenge the acquisition of a memory dump from an industrial control system. We will leverage the proposed distributed file system with the properties discussed earlier in this paper to generate and acquire memory dumps from industrial control systems. To our knowledge, there are some network links in the electrical power grid that have a very limited bandwidth. In those limited cases, we plan to explore and measure the feasibility of manually attaching a device programmer hardware to the main memory chip of an industrial control system at certain points in time. The device programmer hardware will read all the contents of the main memory chip, and thus deliver a memory dump for analysis by our tools. We plan to test and assess applicability to industrial control systems of two widely used digital forensics tools, namely Encase Forensic and Forensic Toolkit, which can run on Windows. Our projection is that those two tools will have some applicability to the human-machine interface (HMI), engineering, and control servers, to a level that we plan to quantify. Applicability to embedded computers may not be there, however we plan to make all efforts to seek use cases where Encase Forensic and Forensic Toolkit can be applied. Breeuwsma explored in [1] the use of Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) ports to acquire the contents of flash memory of an embedded system. Common other uses of a JTAG port include testing printed circuit boards and debugging embedded code [17]. We plan to test and explore further those methods for flash



Figure 1. At a highly general level, the main components of our big forensics data analytics approach



memory data extraction and analysis based on access via JTAG pins on the mother board of the industrial control system. We point out, however, that it is a common practice in industry to disconnect JTAG pins and erase the JTAG interface on industrial control systems prior to putting those controllers into production. Conversely, we have encountered industrial control systems in production that have the JTAG pins enabled. In those cases, we can use a digital multimeter to pinpoint the JTAG pins on the mother board of the industrial control system, and thus solder a JTAG interface for use with a JTAG debugger such as ICE 2 from Windriver.



thors’ prototype implementation is based on Modbus TCP, and involves two industrial controllers and one HMI server. Valli developed a set of rules for the SNORT intrusion detection system [16], which enables the tracing of exploits that leverage known vulnerabilities [18]. Valli collected vulnerability reports from CERT websites, control system vendor websites, etc., and thus examined vulnerabilities that affect industrial communication protocols such as Modbus and DNP3.



Kilpatrick et al. [7, 8] and Chandia et al. [2] designed a network forensics capability specifically for industrial control systems. The capability is comprised of software agents and a data warehouse. The software agents run at key points in the industrial communication network such as to capture network packets. The software agents preprocess network packets, and thus send the resulting data to the data warehouse. The data warehouse is based on a relational database along with query mechanisms, which support digital forensics of intrusions into industrial control systems. The au-



The rationale behind our work on a file system specific to industrial control systems lies in the following factors:



3. Distributed File System



• The embedded computers are required to be operational 24/7, and so are the various servers. Taking any of those computers offline in order to perform digital forensics will impose a denial of service on specific segments of the power grid. • Industrial control systems in general are required to operate in real-time. Certain equipment protection



functions, for example, require an industrial controller to take action as fast as within 4 ms. Running a forensics tool directly on an industrial control system may affect the controller’s ability to operate in real-time, which may have negative consequences on physical equipment and processes. • Malware and insider attack code on industrial control systems may simply spy or even lurk in a compromised industrial facility to maintain access for use at a later time. In some intrusions, however, the attacker may exercise the network access into industrial control systems gained through attack code or malware, such as to cause destruction of physical equipment and processes. The initiation of physical damage to equipment and processes often results in explosions, which may critically damage the embedded computers as they are either attached or in close vicinity to physical equipment. The burning of the flash memory chip of an industrial controller can hinder or entirely prevent any form of digital forensics thereof. The concept of distributed file system is not new. Distributed file systems such as Andrew and Coda were researched and developed as early as in the 80’s [14]. The application of standard cryptographic techniques to protect the confidentiality and integrity of file data in a distributed file system is also well researched and established [21, 5]. Those applied cryptographic approaches create the so-called cryptographic file system [11, 13], which protects both data at rest, namely data that reside on a storage device, and data in flight, namely data that are in transit over the network. The specific component of the proposed research that pertains to a distributed file system, and that enables digital forensics of intrusions into industrial control systems, addresses the following challenge: how to extract forensics data from an industrial control system, mainly from embedded computers but from servers as well, without impacting the system & network performance and stability. In other words, we are devising and implementing a distributed file system that does not interfere with the real-time ability of industrial control systems. The main central processing unit (CPU) on an industrial control system does not stay fully occupied with real-time tasks all the time. We have found that there are time windows in which the CPU experiences low utilization. The power system may be in a state that requires no hard real-time functions to be exercised by industrial control systems, and thus may remain in that specific state, or transition into a similar state, for a number of milliseconds. Those milliseconds of low CPU utilization are the optimal time in which to export forensics data from an industrial control system. Since there is available CPU time, our



use of CPU to perform distributed file system functions has no negative effects on the industrial control system and the physical equipment and processes. We acquire raw forensics data from industrial control systems. No digital forensics processing is done on the host. Consequently, the distributed file system can carry large volumes of forensics data over the network. Similarly to CPU utilization, network utilization comes in bursts that depend on the state of the power system. We have found that there are time windows in which the network is utilized heavily by industrial control systems such as to perform real-time monitoring and control functions. Any other network activity at that specific time has potential to interfere with the ability of industrial control systems to operate in real-time and thus meet the demands of physical equipment and processes. Network utilization is low when the power system is in a state that requires no hard real-time supervision. The time windows in which network utilization is low are optimal to transmit forensics data from an industrial control system over the network. The novelty of our distributed file system lies in its ability to predict ahead of time, and efficiently use, time quanta that are optimal to perform distributed file system functions. We are developing algorithms with the capability of determining when it is safe to collect, encrypt, and transmit large volumes of raw forensics data. Our distributed file system will also have the ability to sense abrupt and unexpected demand for CPU and network utilization by control application code, thereby aborting distributed file system functions and releasing CPU and network resources in a timely fashion. The distributed file system functions can be resumed at a later time when the physical system enters a state in which the control system is characterized by low levels of CPU and network utilization. A protection function on a power transformer, for example, will not be exercised by an industrial control system until an anomalous event is created in the power system. In that case, a set of industrial control systems will communicate with each-other such as to collaboratively communicate over the network, and hence take action by tripping an electrical circuit breaker within a few milliseconds. Clearly the availability of CPU and network resources is crucial to being able to trip the electrical circuit breaker within the time threshold. If the CPU is dispatched to operating system (OS) processes that are unrelated to process control, or the network is congested, the electrical circuit breaker may not be tripped on time, with the consequences being a possible destruction of the power transformer. The root causes of such events are due to power system phenomena, therefore we do not attempt to predict their occurrence ahead of time. We focus instead on smart CPU preemptions, which grant CPU and hence network access to OS processes that participate directly in real-time control



functions. Currently we use a local cluster of commodity hardware to host our distributed file system, and thus provide for distributed external storage of forensics data acquired from industrial control systems. An inter-machine interface will allow the various commodity computers to interact with each other during the execution of file system service software. The industrial control systems act as clients that access the distributed file system according to a client interface, which allows only write operations. Thus, data will travel one way only, namely from clients towards the servers on commodity computers. We are researching on CPU scheduling algorithms to prioritize OS processes that are involved in real-time industrial process control, while utilizing available CPU time to run OS processes that are involved in our distributed file system. We are explore various producer-consumer models and buffering of log data of forensics value while our distributed file system awaits CPU cycles to send those data to our file servers. With regards to predicting milliseconds of low network utilization in which to perform the transfer of log files of forensics value from industrial control systems to our file servers, we are pursuing two approaches, namely predictive modeling of the load and congestion of the industrial control network, and automated communication complexity calculations. We are developing methods from queueing theory [6] to estimate network queue lengths and waiting times, along with spatial correlation of network queues that pertain to an industrial control system and progression of the demand for network utilization. We have found that the network utilization depends in part on the evolution of the states of the power system and the commands that system operators issue through their HMIs. Given an operator command x and sensor data y related to a particular state of the power system, we compute the number of bits that are to be transported by an industrial communication protocol over the network for the worst-case choice and composition of x and y, respectively. The term worst-case is meant in an algorithmic complexity context. We perform computations of communication complexity ahead of time and in an automated fashion. That guides our utilization of the network for distributed file system tasks.



4. Big Forensics Data Analytics The big data computing algorithms run on the cluster of commodity computers alongside the distributed file system. We are developing algorithms for knowledge discovery from big forensics data such as to extract implicit and previously unknown indicators, which could shed light on intrusions into the industrial control systems that store log files in our distributed file system. Those algorithms search for patterns that describe relations between data items in the



big data sets and that are sufficiently certain to hold. Given the large size of the big data that we nee to collect, it is likely that numerous patterns emerge in our analysis. We pursue only those patterns that have potential to contribute to our digital forensics process, or support further search for such patterns. The discovery of patterns from big data enables us to identify and cluster those specific data that have forensics value. We explore both unsupervised and supervised algorithms for knowledge discovery from big data. The user intervention, for example, supports a descriptive process to pinpoint relevant qualities or contributions to digital forensics of the data that were clustered through knowledge discovery. We are interested in probabilistic patterns of forensics value, in addition to those that are deterministic in nature. We perform statistical analyses of big data to determine probability distributions that measure the certainty and uncertainty of patterns in our big data. In addition to clustering data of forensics value, our big data algorithms summarize clustered data by their shared or distinctive features. Those algorithms also reveal features of data that allow for reliably discerning one data cluster from another, and also characterize data clusters such as to facilitate comparison to other data in the big data set. The proposed algorithmic data analytics will support our digital forensics to uncover the details of an intrusion. We are researching on applied descriptive statistics to develop descriptive models that summarize big data filtered by forensics criteria. Given the humongous size of big data, our descriptive models will turn big data into smaller, more useful, and manageable information of concrete forensics value. We are also researching on predictive analytics on the big data, for the purpose of investigating an intrusion in its early stages, and thus predict and track its progress. We will mostly work with temporal models to determine the pieces of information that capture the evolution of an intrusion, and also forecast the next steps that the attacker is likely to take based on the big data analyzed that far. We will work on non-temporal predictive analytics of forensics value as well, such as for example to estimate the likelihood of an insider facilitating an intrusion in its past or future stages. We are exploring statistical inference and probability theory methods to perform predictive analytics for digital forensics. We are exploring other types of big-data algorithms as well, such as for example distributed algorithms over very large graphs and matrices, and thus are integrating those algorithms into a digital forensics capability for industrial control systems. The tight relation of the overall digital forensics capability to the electrical power grid lies in the hard real-time requirements that controls systems there need to comply with, and the very large number of control systems and networks in the power grid. Almost all industrial control systems



have real-time requirements, however those in the power grid are unique in the amount of data, i.e., big data, that they can generate.



5. Conclusions The potential of the proposed digital forensics capability stems from leveraging the power of big data computing to perform an accurate and reliable forensics of intrusions into the electrical power grid. Big data computing has emerged as a promising area of science to crunch the numbers for the purpose of knowledge discovery and forecasting. Our exploration of big data computing builds on that potential, and tackles a critical and unsolved problem that urges a solution. We couple big data computing with a distributed file system that fits into the inner workings of an industrial control system. We deem that the powering of our data analytics algorithms by big data computing and Hadoop has potential to catch even the most deeply hidden details of an intrusion into industrial control systems. Our ongoing research is inspired by our experience with industrial control systems security, along with our futuristic vision of extending the proposed digital forensics research from being deployed on a local cluster of commodity computers to ondemand utilization of cloud computing.
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